
MINUTES OF DYNAMO MEETING HELD 6 NOVEMBER 2012 AT HEST BANK 

Present:    Patricia Clarke, Claire Duplock, Dick Follows, John Leach, Rob Lowe 

1.    Minutes of previous meeting 

1.1    Nobody had been able to attend the meeting of the October Lancaster cycle forum, 

but Patricia had circulated the minutes. 

1.2     Aldcliffe Road 20mph speed limit action.  Dave to update the committee, please. 

Action:    Dave 

1.3    Patricia confirmed she had written a letter of support for the Bay/Arnside cycle 

route project. 

1.4    Re transport questionnaire to circulate to Dynamo members:  John will re-send 

this to Patricia, unless it is now out of date. 

Action:    John 

2.    AGM preparation 

-  Patricia to introduce meeting and provide an overview of the year by checking minutes 

of the previous year. 

Action:    Patricia 

-  Those present were willing to stand again for the committee.  Richard will also 

continue.  Paul Stubbins had also expressed an interest in joining the committee.  

Patricia will check with Dave and Tim to see if they are happy to continue. 

Action:    Patricia 

-  Election overseer required.  Patricia will ask Liz. 

Action:    Patricia 

-  Publicity:  Some posters are up.  Claire will do Booths, John will do Hall, Dick will do 

Destination Cycles and libraries, Patricia will email citywatch, Cogset, Pedal Power and 

swapshop, Rob will do press release and flyer railway station and go mad on twitter. 

Action:    All 

-  Requirements – Patricia to check if the Gregson can lend us a projector. 

Action:    Patricia 

-  Rob will chair the second half of the AGM, when Alasdair Simpson will speak. 

Action:    Rob 

-  Richard could ask Louise Mullagh if she would like to attend the AGM. 

Action:    Richard 

3.    Treasurer 

Tim is standing down as treasurer.  Patricia is acting treasurer but is unwilling to 

continue as she is also the major recipient of Dynamo funds!  John agreed to become 

treasurer and will take over the Nationwide account.  It was noted that the signatories 

on the old Santander accounts are John, Claire, John Bradshaw and Robert Poole.  John 

will amend the signatories. 

Action:    John 



4.    Local Plan 

Deadline for consultation is 14 December.  John’s brief glimpse of the documents 

suggested they were very unambitious.  Rob proposed that those present divide up the 

Local Plan documents and we each concentrate on our particular piece.  We need to look 

at all new developments to see what impact they will have on transport links and how 

they can link up with the existing cycle network.  John has the documents as pdfs; he 

will circulate them, and Patricia will allocate responsibilities for particular sections. 

Action:    John, Patricia 

5.    Lancaster city centre pedestrian area 

It was noted at the cycle forum that a temporary traffic order would soon come into 

force in Lancaster city centre.  There was no relaxation on cycling, but we can object 

when it appears.  Check 

http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/environment/env_highways/ptros.asp.  Meanwhile, 

Patricia will write to Councillor Janice Hanson, the chair of the group looking at the city 

centre, referring to our earlier request that this be looked at and asking her to outline 

the group’s reasons for not taking on board our proposed relaxation of the regulations. 

 

Action:    Patricia 

6.    Salt Ayre Cogset 

Dave had emailed to say that Cogset were hoping to purchase a timing system for the 

cycle track.  Racing has become very popular, particularly with children, and the current 

manual system is feeling the strain.  Cost is something like £5,000.  Cogset are 

approaching local cycling clubs for funding, and Dynamo needs to consider its position.  

We have some £800 in the deposit account, which has remained untouched for several 

years.  There was some discussion at the meeting, and the general feeling amongst 

those present was that cycle racing was beyond the realm of utility cycling, although it 

was noted that Cogset also presented a way into cycling for children (and their parents).  

It was suggested that a proposal to make a donation should be put to the membership – 

either at the AGM or via email afterwards. 

The thought that Dynamo does have greater funds that most of us realised also led to 

the question of how best it could be used. 

Action:    For further action at/after AGM 

7.    Cycle rides 

Dave had been approached by Brian Kennedy to see if Dynamo were interested in 

leading rides for novice cyclists.  We have not led rides for some years – not since the 

City Council put on its own rides in the CDT years.  There were some recollections of wet 

February rides to Scorton and of Friday Feasts where only one person turned up.  There 

was also the vexed question of insurance and the degree of formal responsibility that 

came with leading a ride.  Patricia had intended to put on some summer evening rides, 

but this summer has not been motivating enough.  She was the only person interested in 

taking this further. 

Action:    Patricia to contact Brian Kennedy 



8.    A6 corridor 

Background:  Patricia had prepared a draft proposal for the A6 between the pointer 

roundabout and the Boot & Shoe and had circulated it to the committee.  The 

subsequent meeting had, understandably, not been in favour of “doing the engineers job 

for them”, so this had been shelved.  However it may be useful to have some definite 

proposals to put to councillors and engineers.  Note that proposals were discussed at the 

last cycle forum meeting which, if implemented, may actually result in the dreaded 

“pavement” riding where cyclists have to give way at all side junctions (i.e. between 

Belle Vue Terrace and Palatine Avenue).  It was proposed that Patricia find a date for a 

working party and circulate it to members, as agreed at the previous meeting. 

Action:    Patricia 

There is also the road safety aspect to the argument for a safe, continuous cycle route.  

Dick had received an email from a cyclist at Lancaster University who had experienced 

the dangers of the A6.  Rob will write to relevant councillors and the new chair of the 

County Council’s transport committee to bring this to their attention. 

Action:    Rob 

9.    Advisory part-time 20mph speed limits outside schools 

Patricia had received several emails with proposals for various advisory (i.e. non-

enforceable) part-time 20mph speed limits outside the following schools: 

THURNHAM GLASSON C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL, SCHOOL LANE, THURNHAM, LANCASTER 

CITY 

RYELANDS PRIMARY SCHOOL, B5321 TORRISHOLME ROAD, LANCASTER, LANCASTER 

CITY 

(WESTGATE PRIMARY SCHOOL, WESTGATE, MORECAMBE, LANCASTER CITY) 

(OUR LADY’S CATHOLIC COLLEGE, A683 MORECAMBE ROAD, LANCASTER, LANCASTER 

CITY) 

(YEALAND C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL, FOOTERAN LANE AND FLAT LANE, YEALAND, 

LANCASTER CITY) 

(ARKHOLME CE PRIMARY SCHOOL, B6254 KIRKBY LONSDALE ROAD AND SNAB GREEN 

LANE, ARKHOLME, LANCASTER CITY) 

It was agreed that she would look at them and in all cases propose that the orders be 

enforceable rather than advisory, and, where applicable because of a residential area, 

suggest that the 20mph speed limit be permanent. 

Action:    Patricia 

10.    Cars parking in Chapel Street contra-flow 

The last cycle forum meeting had agreed to ask Lancashire Parking Service to enforce 

the no-parking rule in Chapel Street.  Dick will also contact them (getting details via 

Alasdair) and then circulate their email to the committee/wider membership so that all 

infringements are logged. 

Action:    Dick 

 



11.    Future of newsletter 

In the age of the blog and twitter, Dick wondered if the newsletter was still relevant.  All 

agreed it was still valuable as a visible and tangible sign of what Dynamo does.  It’s very 

useful to be able to hand it to people who would like to find out more about Dynamo. 

12.    “Going Dutch” conference, Manchester, 19 November 

Alasdair Simpson had circulated details.  Attendance was by invitation only, so Dick will 

attempt to get himself invited. 

Action:    Dick 

13.    Trixi mirrors 

These are the mirrors placed so that people pulling out of hidden turnings can see what 

traffic is passing on the major road.  Are these efficacious?  Does Dave know? 

Action:    Dave 

14.    Date and time of next meeting 

Tuesday 4 December at 7.30 p.m 

 


